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Planning by the Month  

Room was Booked…………………….Aug 

Organizational Schedule……………...Oct 

Flyers were Made……………....Early Nov  

Shopping was Done……..……...Early Nov  

Flyers were Posted…..…………..Late Nov  

Food/Drink Ordered…………...Early Dec 

 

Details as the Event Grew Closer  

Final Details……….……..……………….….....Early Jan  

Pick Up Shipment…....………....……. Morning of Event 

Unpack Shipment…………...…...…. Afternoon of Event 

Set Up Decorations...............….30 Minutes Before 

Event 

*Done by 5-10 Volunteers   

Pick up Catering…...............….15 Minutes Before Event 

Take Down Decorations 

& Clean Up……………...….... Immediately After Event 

*Volunteers 

Count & Pack Up Shipment...…15 Minutes After Event 

Pay Bills……………………….......24 Hours After Event 

Ship Back……....………...………....…...Day After Event  

 



 

  

What is Silent Disco? 

 

Silent Disco is a dance, where the music comes 

directly out of headphones wore by each individual 

participant.  

At this event, students were transported into a glow-

in-the-dark, Saturday Night Fever-esque atmosphere 

the week after Winter Break. They signed in at the 

door with their WIU student ID to check out a pair of 

headphones to use at the event. With the 

headphones, students had the option to choose from 

three different channels with all varying types of 

music. Each music channel would light up the 

headphones one of three distinct colors: red, blue, 

and green. This way, attendees could see who else 

was listening to the same channel they were. One 

station was set aside specifically for students to make 

requests. Balloons were thrown around the ballroom 

to make it look extra festive, and students were able 

to dance beneath the shining disco ball and blue neon 

lights. In addition to this there was punch, popcorn, 

cookies and an assortment of chips 

 



  

Goals 
 

The Silent Disco, as well as all other Welcome Week 

events at WIU, had the goal of creating positive and 

lasting connections among students, as well as 

encouraging them to join any of the plethora of student 

organizations on campus.  

An additional goal was to have a distinct and movement-

involved activity amongst the excitement of Welcome 

Week. 

Silent Disco also created an Inclusive and unique event for 
students on-campus to intermingle by listening to 
different styles of music while still in a central location.  



 

 

  

The Night of Silent Disco 

The event started out slow, as students were awkward in 

the unfamiliar yet intriguing atmosphere. The room was 

silent upon entry, with only the sight and sound of students 

dancing and singing off-key into the music-less ballroom. 

Still, they put their headphones on, chose their station, and 

almost instantly fell into step with all the other listeners. It 

was almost disorientating realizing how much time passed 

and just how quiet the room was once the headphones 

were removed. Eventually, a giant circle formed where 

students danced with the balloons, all to the beat of their 

own music yet all in perfect harmony. The request station 

list grew so long that two channels had to accommodate it, 

and requests eventually had to be turned away for lack of 

time. When students needed to step out with the intention 

of returning, they needed to place their headphones on a 

reserve table until then. Several housing staff were 

stationed at the exits to ensure this policy was upheld. At a 

table by the entrance of the event, students could find more 

information on how and when to renew their housing 

contract for the upcoming academic year. Once students 

were done dancing, they would check their headphones 

back in and swipe their ID again upon exiting. By the end 

of the evening, once Closing Time by Semisonic rang true 

on all three stations, attendees were sad to turn in their 

headphones and head home for the evening. 

 



 

  

Origin of the Program 

 

Upon searching for Welcome Week activities for Spring 

2019 semester, the Inter-Hall Council (IHC) Executive 

board searched for a fun and new activity to bring to 

campus. After consulting with another programming 

body on campus, they searched through a recommended 

vendor and found the Silent Disco. This was an event 

that had never been brought to campus. A Silent Disco 

consists of attendees wearing headphones with several 

different music stations to choose from. This way, the 

event is "silent" to the observer but fun-filled to the 

listener. The IHC executive board was intrigued and had 

high hopes in bringing this new idea to campus. 



 

  Delegated Task List 



 

  

Different Tables During the Program 

Check-In Table (With CORQ) 

DJ Table 

 Multiple Different Stations  

Requests can be made 

  Rap/R & B/Latin/Country 

Snack Table   

Return Table 



 

 

 

  

Included in $1,600 Silent Disco Equiptment 

Rental from Neon Entertainment: 

Silent Disco Headphones (150) 

3 IPads with Power Cables  

3 Transmitters with Power Cables 

 

Total Cost of Silent Disco: $1, 800 

Complete Breakdown of Costs:  

$1,590 for the headphones and equipment 

$150 chips, snacks, punch, water 

$60 for decorations. 

 

Budget, Cost, & Funding 

General Funding 

The funding for Silent Disco came directly 

from the IHC budget. IHC gets their money 

from funding through students fees. This 

program specifically came from the Events 

Committee Budget.  



 

  

Accessibility 
Each pair of headphones was personal to the 

listener. They could control the tightness of 

headphones, how long they wanted to listen, 

and the volume. This event caters to students 

who desire more control over their 

environment but still want to partake in the 

party, particular those with sensory 

sensitivity. Considering the limited vocal and 

physical interaction required to have a great 

time, this event allowed students who are 

typically uncomfortable with large-group 

settings to still have fun in a social setting 

they may not otherwise engage in. There was 

always the option of removing the 

headphones and taking a breather without 

having to leave the event entirely. 



 

  

Positive Effects & Evaluation  
Students had the opportunity to get down and boogie in an 

evening of upbeat movement. It was a great alternative 

night-time activity for students returning to campus and 

starting the semester fresh. Students were able to make 

connections over their similar taste in music, awful lip 

syncing, and not-so-hip dance skills. Watching the sea of 

headphones turn red as Dancing Queen by Abba came on was 

quite a sight. Students were able to have a fun-filled evening 

with new and familiar faces. 

The event was wonderfully successful! Attendance was 

beyond what was imagined. Despite the frigid temperature 

outside, students trekked to the student union to warm up 

under the disco ball. Over 100 students checked-in to the 

event, and connections between attendees were apparent all 

throughout the evening. Two dancers across the room would 

meet eyes as a song they both loved began and an 

unbreakable bond was formed. Distinct and separate groups 

soon became one giant hoard of people, particularly when 

the Cupid Shuffle came on. The cost/benefit ratio was 

astounding, considering set-up was very easy. Attendees 

were extremely enthusiastic throughout the whole event, 

even expressing their desire for the event to be held again in 

the future and providing suggestions to make it even better. 

Overall, the event was a success and is being evaluated and 

modified to be bigger and better next time. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So, You Want to Boogie too? 

The vendor through which the equipment was 

contracted, Neon Entertainment, made the entire 

process very smooth. The contract included the price of 

150 headphones and three iPads to control the music 

selection, as well as replacement and damage fees for 

the equipment. Everything came with easy step-by-step 

instructions for set- up and return. They even had a 24-

hour help line that came in handy when one of the 

transmitters was not operating correctly. Once the 

program was over, the equipment simply needed to be 

packed up and shipped the following day. 

 Overall, the company was very smooth and easy to 

work with. This makes the program easily adaptable to 

other campuses and universities. It only took about 15 

people for the full planning of this event, so it is simple 

for any passionate leaders to take on!  

Details such as decor and refreshments are entirely up 

to the creative freedom of the planners. 
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